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1. Overview  

Community input has been an essential part of the entire Scarborough Subway Extension (SSE) planning process. 
Comments and feedback gathered throughout the preliminary planning stages helped to shape the SSE – including 
the recommended McCowan Road alignment, Scarborough Centre Station location and Bus Terminal concept. 
Summaries of the comments and feedback received by the public during the preliminary planning stages can be 
found in the following Public Consultation Reports:  
 

 Phase 1 Public Consultation Report; 
 Phase 2 Public Consultation Report; 
 Phase 3 Public Consultation Report (February/ March 2016); and, 
 Phase 3 Public Consultation Report (June 2016). 

 
These preliminary plans received approval by Toronto City Council in March 2017 (EX23.1) to proceed with the 
Transit Project Assessment Process (TPAP). 
 
The TPAP – the streamlined Environmental Assessment for Transit Projects – commenced on April 27, 2017. 
Members of the public, agencies and other interested stakeholders were invited to review and provide comment on 
the details of the Draft Environmental Project Report (EPR) Executive Summary, including the existing and future 
environmental conditions; the preferred alignment, station location and bus terminal; construction methods; 
consultation; impacts, mitigation and monitoring measures; and future commitments.  
 
During this TPAP consultation period the City of Toronto remained committed to engaging the public in a way that 
is transparent, collaborative, inclusive and authentic, and used a number of consultation tools to make it easy for 
the public to get involved and provide feedback, including:  
 

1. Newspaper advertising and notices about the start of the TPAP and the public meeting; 

2. The Project website to announce the start of the TPAP and the public meeting, providing information 
about the Draft EPR Executive Summary and the public meeting materials, and gathering comments 
and feedback;  

3. A public meeting at Scarborough Civic Centre to present information about the Draft EPR Executive 
Summary, answer questions, discuss concerns and gather comments; and, 

4. A meeting with residents directly impacted by the SSE traction power substation (TPSS) 2 
(Bellechasse Street and McCowan Road).  

 
The purpose of the TPAP consultation period was to answer questions, address concerns and gather final 
comments before the SSE Study Team finalizes the EPR. The following consultation report provides a summary of 
the feedback gathered from the public during this period and details about the consultation tools. 
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2. Public Consultation Tools and Activities  

As part of the public consultation plan for the SSE TPAP, a number of activities were carried out to notify and 
promote the Project, provide up-to-date information, seek input on the current stage of the study and answer public 
questions and address concerns.   

2.1 Public Notification 
2.1.1 Notice of Commencement 

A Notice of Commencement was prepared and distributed to announce the start of the TPAP for the SSE. The notice 
also included notification for the May 10, 2017 public meeting and was advertised in advance in the following 
locations: 
 

 TTC website;  
 City of Toronto Project website (www.scarboroughsubwayextension.ca);  
 Newspapers: 

 Scarborough Mirror (April 27 and May 4, 2017); 
 Senthamarai (April 28, 2017); 
 Ming Pao (April 28, 2017); 
 Sing Tao (April 28, 2017);  

 Project email list, including 1,037 subscribers (April 27, 2017); and, 
 Direct mail to 4,095 property owners within 60 metres of the Project (April 26, 2017). 

 
The Notice of Commencement is included in Appendix A-1.  

2.1.2 Notice of Completion and Environmental Project Report 

Following the completion of the TPAP consultation period, a Notice of Completion was issued and the EPR made 
available for a 30-day review period. Further details on the review period and approval of the Project are provided 
in the Notice of Completion (Appendix A-2). 

2.1.3 Project Website  

The Project website – www.scarboroughsubwayextension.ca – continued to be used during this stage of the Project 
to provide information about the TPAP and opportunities to get involved. Information found on the website included:  
 

 The history of and rationale for the SSE (including background reports); 
 A "Fast Facts" and the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs);  
 The detailed study process; 
 Project materials from each stage of the study, including the following preliminary planning Public 

Consultation Reports: 
 Phase 1 Public Consultation Report; 
 Phase 2 Public Consultation Report; 
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 Phase 3 Public Consultation Report (February/ March 2016);  
 Phase 3 Public Consultation Report (June 2016); 

 Project notifications, including the Notice of Commencement; 
 A “What is the TPAP” section including a process map; 
 Invitations for public involvement in the public meeting;  
 A summary of the TPAP public meeting and associated materials; 
 Option to subscribe to the Project contact list; and, 
 Contact information – including phone number, email address and online comment form.  

2.2 Public Consultation Tools and Activities 
The following opportunities for public consultation were offered to provide Project information, engage with the 
public, seek feedback and answer questions.  

2.2.1 Public Meeting 

During the TPAP consultation period, a public meeting was held on Wednesday, May 10, 2017, from 6:30 p.m. to 
8:30 p.m. at the Scarborough Civic Centre,150 Borough Drive. 
 
The public meeting was held at the same time as a public meeting on the Scarborough Centre Transportation Master 
Plan. The purpose of the public meeting was to provide an opportunity for members of the public to review the details 
of the Draft EPR, Executive Summary, including the preferred alignment, station location and bus terminal; 
construction methods; consultation process; impacts, mitigation and monitoring measures; and future commitments. 
 
Upon arriving at the public meeting, attendees were greeted and encouraged to sign-in at the registration table. A 
comment form was provided for attendees to submit their comments at the conclusion of the event (provided in 
Appendix B).  
 
Information about the TPAP was presented at the public meeting using two methods:  
 

1. Presentation and Question & Answer Session – Shortly after the start of the meeting, a 
presentation was provided by the Study Team. The presentation provided an overview of Project 
elements. Following the presentation, a Question and Answer (Q&A) session took place. 
Attendees were encouraged to continue to ask questions of the Study Team at the various 
information boards. 

2. Information Boards – Project information was displayed around the room using a number of 
information boards. Each board contained information about a particular aspect of this stage of the 
study and staff were available to explain Project details, answer questions and address concerns.  

 
Comments and questions from the public were recorded during the Q&A session and the attendees were given the 
opportunity of provide further feedback via comment forms submitted to the Study Team.  
 
The SSE presentation, display boards and comment form presented at the public meetings are provided in 
Appendix B. A summary of the public meeting can be found at the following link: 
http://www.scarboroughsubwayextension.ca/project-materials.html 
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2.2.2 Email and Phone Comments 

During the TPAP consultation period, emails were received through the Project email address 
(scarboroughsubwayextension@toronto.ca) and by Study Team members; phone calls were received through the 
Project phone number (416-338-3095). These emails and phone calls included general comments and concerns 
regarding the subway extension, the Project schedule, subway alignment, TPAP, parking, traffic and transit impacts 
and safety and accessibility. Comments received by email are provided in Appendix D.  
 
Note: for the purposes of finalizing the EPR, comments received after July 26, 2017 were reviewed but are not 
reflected in this Report.  

2.2.3 Residents Meeting 

A meeting was held on June 25, 2017 with invited members of the public living on Bellechasse Street and 
McCowan Road, in the immediate vicinity of the planned location of TPSS 2, which will require acquisition of the 
residential properties at 1 and 3 Bellechasse Street.  The purpose of the meeting was to explain the relocation of 
TPSS 2 which was initially planned to be located in the HONI corridor.  There were 19 attendees including the 
owners of 1 and 3 Bellechasse (the properties to be acquired and who had been met with previously). The meeting 
was chaired by Councillor De Baeremaeker and included presentations from TTC and IBI Group, the architecture 
company designing the EEBs and TPSSs. 
 
Two key issues raised were: 
 

1. Questions as to why the TPSS could not be placed in the hydro corridor immediately to the south 
of Bellechasse Street which was seen, by the public, to be an appropriate location for such a 
facility; and,  

2. Safety concerns related to pedestrians and automobiles during construction of the TPSS.   
 
The Study Team advised as to the results of discussions with HONI, including that the areas in the hydro corridor 
that are now vacant, must be preserved for future expansion; they also assured the community that the facility 
would be constructed in a manner that would, in no way, compromise safety for pedestrians and traffic in the 
vicinity. 
 
Councillor de Baeremaeker advised that he plans to have a further discussion with HONI representatives on this 
issue.  These discussions are currently ongoing and were not resolved prior to the release of this EPR. With 
respect to the results of previous discussions with HONI on this matter, the Study Team’s intent is to continue with 
the plan of placing the TPSS on 1 and 3 Bellechasse Street as presented in this EPR. 
 
All materials from the meeting with property owners are included as Appendix C. 
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3. Feedback  

3.1 Overview of Feedback Analysis 
A number of comments and questions were received during the TPAP consultation period, demonstrating 
continued community and stakeholder interest in the SSE. The comments and questions were generally related to 
the following themes: 
 

 Project schedule; 
 Technology alternatives to a subway; 
 SSE alignment and station locations; 
 The TPAP; 

 Parking; 
 Safety and accessibility; 
 Traffic and transit impacts; and, 
 Cost. 

 
These themes are based on comments received from the comment forms, during the public meeting, and via the 
Project email address and telephone. 
 
Within each main theme listed in the subsections below, a table is included to present the summary of comments 
related to the corresponding theme along with a response from the Study Team. For all email correspondence 
received, see Appendix D. 

3.1.1 Project Schedule 

Questions and comments regarding the Project schedule included the approval of the SSE and the anticipated 
dates / timelines for construction, including suggestions for expediting the construction schedule. Table 1 below 
presents the summary of comments pertaining to the Project schedule. 
 

Table 1. Project Schedule – Comments and Responses 

Comment Study Team Response 
Approval of Extension to 
Scarborough Centre 

On March 28, 2017, City Council (EX23.1) approved the extension of Line 2 from 
Kennedy Station express to Scarborough Centre along the preferred McCowan 
Corridor, including the station location and bus terminal concept. 

Construction Dates The anticipated start for construction is 2020 and the subway is expected to be 
operational by Q2 2026. 

Expedite Construction 
Schedule using Multiple Twin 
Tunnel Boring Machines, 
Drilling Concurrently from 
the North and South 

Twin tunnelling would not expedite construction of the SSE, and would result in 
greater property and surface impacts due to more cut-and-cover sections (i.e., 
crossover tracks).  

The critical path of the Project is the construction of the station in Scarborough 
Centre, as it is a very large and complex station. The tunnel construction will start 
at the beginning of the process; however, tunnelling will be finished before the 
station construction is complete. The proposed Scarborough Centre Station will be 
deeper than any other existing TTC station (and recent experience shows they 
take four to five years to complete), so this station, complete with systems, will 
take longer (approximately six years). 
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3.1.2 Technology Alternatives to a Subway  

Some comments and questions received during the TPAP consultation period offered recommendations or 
expressed preferences for technology alternatives to a subway. Table 2 below presents a summary of comments 
pertaining to these alternatives and the Study Team response. 
 

Table 2. Technology Alternatives to the Scarborough Subway Extension – Comments and Responses 

Comment Study Team Response 
Rehabilitation of the Scarborough 
Rapid Transit (SRT) as an 
alternative to the SSE  

The SRT, which currently operates between Kennedy Station and McCowan 
Station, is nearing the end of its design life. City Council has approved the 
replacement of the SRT with the SSE – which will see Line 2 extend from 
Kennedy Station express to Scarborough Centre along the McCowan 
Corridor. 

Replacing the SRT vehicles is not an option. The SRT vehicles are no longer 
produced by the same company. Prior to Transit City, the TTC considered 
replacing the existing SRT vehicles (Mark I cars) with the newer version train 
car (Mark II), however this would require structural work to the tracks and 
guideways to accommodate the bigger vehicles. 

Light Rail Transit (LRT) from 
Sheppard Station is the best route 
due to number of stations 

Comments noted. 

Extend subway from Don Mills to 
Scarborough Centre or build LRT 
from Kennedy Station to Don Mills 
through Scarborough Centre 

City Council has directed staff to evaluate a subway option that would extend 
Line 2 from Kennedy Station, express to Scarborough Centre. The options 
recommended fall outside the scope of this study.  

 

3.1.3 Scarborough Subway Extension Alignment and Station Locations 

The majority of comments and concerns raised during the TPAP consultation period were in regards to various 
aspects of the SSE alignment and station locations. Many members of the public put forth their suggestions to 
change the proposed alignment of the Project. A few individuals requested clarification on the subway alignment 
and station replacement / removal. Some suggestions included a different route for the subway and modifying the 
LRT route in lieu of a subway extension. Other concerns related to the SSE alignment and station locations 
included concerns for local residents and modifying construction processes / techniques to allow for a different 
alignment.   
 
Table 3 below presents a summary of comments pertaining to the SSE alignment and station locations. 
 

Table 3. Scarborough Subway Extension Alignment and Station Locations – Comments and Responses 

Comment Study Team Response 
Status of the current McCowan 
RT Station and infrastructure 
once SSE is built 

While the subway is under construction, the SRT will be kept in service until 
the subway is operational – which is slated for Q2 2026. Once the SSE is 
operational, the SRT will be decommissioned – including all guideways, 
stations and bus terminals.   
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Comment Study Team Response 
Follow current route of SRT 
above ground 

The SRT corridor was considered during the planning phase of the study and 
evaluated as part of the initial business case that was received by City Council 
in July 2016.  It was determined that the SRT corridor option would require the 
shutdown of the SRT line for the entire duration of construction. One of the 
key project objectives of the SSE is to ensure the SRT remains operational 
during the construction of the subway. 

Rationale for the one-stop 
subway extension 

In the Initial Business Case for the SSE, we compared the benefits and costs 
of the McCowan Express concept against the 3-stop McCowan concept. 
Through the business case, it was determined the Express concept has 
greater value for money than the 3-stop option. 

In July 2016, City Council adopted EX16.1, Developing Toronto's Transit 
Network Plan to 2031, which included direction to remove the 3-stop SSE 
from further consideration, and to develop the express option as part of an 
optimized transit network for Scarborough.   

Consider a 2-stop subway A comparison of a 2-stop subway has not been completed. It is important to 
remember that the SSE is part of a network. The purpose of the SSE itself is 
to provide a rapid transit connection to the Scarborough Centre to replace the 
SRT. Other transit and mobility priorities are served by other projects including 
SmartTrack and the Eglinton East LRT. It is not merely 1-stop; it is part of a 
larger network.  

Recommendation for a second 
station at McCowan and 
Lawrence  

In March 2017, City Council voted against a motion to include the design work 
of roughing-in a station at Lawrence Avenue East. Once the SRT is 
decommissioned, an important component of the Scarborough Transit 
Network Plan is to include a Lawrence SmartTrack station to serve the 
Lawrence Avenue East corridor.    

Recommendation for a station at 
Lawrence near hospital instead 
of Scarborough Centre 

Scarborough Centre is a large and important area of downtown Scarborough 
and a subway station was first recommended in 1968. The business case 
analysis indicated that the construction of a station at Lawrence would be very 
expensive due to the topography. This is one reason why the express subway 
to Scarborough Centre was preferred over the 3-stop concept. 

Rationale for removing the 
Bellamy alignment 

Originally, the Bellamy corridor, with an additional station at the Eglinton GO 
Station was considered, however the Bellamy corridor was not considered any 
further once the 3-stop subway concept was eliminated and the express 
subway concept was advanced.  

Reason for stations in 
Scarborough being more spread 
out than other areas in City 

Response from the Councillor: The addition of more stops would require more 
money, which is not financially feasible at this time.  

 

3.1.4 Transit Project Assessment Process 

There were multiple comments and questions submitted regarding the TPAP. Some were general and included 
questions relating to submitting feedback and comments, timelines and contact information and others were more 
specific and included requests for specific maps, objectives and references related to the Draft EPR Executive 
Summary. Generally, people wanted to know more details about the TPAP schedule and how to easily access the 
information.  
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Table 4 below presents a summary of comments pertaining to the TPAP.  
 
 

Table 4. Transit Project Assessment Process – Comments and Responses 

Comment Study Team Response 

Process for submitting 
feedback during TPAP 
consultation period 

There were a few ways to submit feedback during TPAP consultation, including: 

 Website: www.scarboroughsubwayextension.ca   
 Email: scarboroughsubwayextension@toronto.ca 
 Telephone: 416-338-3095 

Clarification on the TPAP and 
deadline for submitting 
comments 

The TPAP commenced on April 27, 2017. The EPR must be finalized within 120 
days of issuing the Notice of Commencement (in the case of the SSE, the EPR 
must be completed by late August). During this time, the Study Team consulted 
with the public, stakeholders and government agencies. 

Once the EPR has been finalized, the City will issue the Notice of Completion of 
the EPR. At that time, the EPR will be made available for a 30 day review 
period. During the 30-day public review period, interested persons are 
encouraged to review the EPR and submit feedback to the City. The City will 
work with the MOECC to address all comments received during that 30-day 
review period. If a resolution cannot be agreed upon, a formal objection must be 
submitted to the Minister and copied to the City.  

Request for more details 
regarding the Project 
Objectives (Section E.3.1 of the 
Draft Executive Summary of the 
EPR) 

The Project objectives are defined in the Scarborough Subway Extension 
Terms of Reference and have guided the Project since its beginning in January 
2015. 

A draft Terms of Reference was developed and shared with the public during 
our Phase 1 consultations in early 2015. The Terms of Reference were then 
finalized based on comments received. The report on the results of this 
consultation is found online and will be linked to the final EPR. The Phase 1 
consultation report is available online.     

Request for the completed EPR It is anticipated the EPR will be completed and made available for public review 
no later than August 24, 2017. A Notice of Completion will be issued and the 
EPR will be made available electronically on the Project website, and hard 
copies will also be made available at convenient locations within the Study 
Area, and other locations as detailed in the Notice. All interested parties will 
have 30 days to review the Report. During the 30-day public review period, 
interested persons are encouraged to review the EPR and submit feedback to 
the City. The City will work with the MOECC to address all comments received 
during that 30-day review period. If a resolution cannot be agreed upon, a 
formal objection must be submitted to the Minister and copied to the City. 
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3.1.5 Parking 

Concerns were expressed regarding parking capacity and fees, commuter parking availability and accessibility to 
parking areas. Table 5 below provides a summary of comments pertaining to parking. 
 

Table 5. Parking – Comments and Responses 

Comment Study Team Response 
Impacts to current parking lot at 
the Scarborough Town Centre 
during and after construction 

During construction of the subway, the parking lot beneath the SRT structure 
(just west of McCowan) will be used as a construction work site. Once the 
subway project is complete, those lands must be restored to the pre-
construction conditions. Please note however, the existing parking lot lands 
belong to Oxford Properties, and they may wish to develop on-top the parking 
lot in the future. 

Need for sufficient and 
accessible commuter parking at 
the Scarborough Centre Station 

Parking is outside the scope of the Project. Toronto Parking Authority has 
advised that it is typically very difficult to achieve a positive return on investment 
in commuter parking facilities. However, given the planned density for 
Scarborough Centre, there may be an opportunity to provide commuter parking 
facilities integrated with transit-oriented development and/or in partnership with 
private landowners near the future station. 

3.1.6 Safety and Accessibility 

Some questions and concerns were expressed regarding the overall safety and accessibility of the station. This 
included emergency plans for the 6.2 kilometre stretch of subway tunnel and requested a more in-depth 
investigation into emergency situations – particularly regarding climate change and extreme weather conditions and  
the need for a climate change and safety / emergency response checklist.  
 
Regarding accessibility, the main concern was regarding the vertical access (i.e., elevators) within the new 
Scarborough Centre Station. A member of the public suggested that single shaft elevator be used to allow access 
to all levels of the station. Other questions raised included the accessibility for residents walking from south of 
Ellesmere and the existing SRT entrance from Brian Harrison Way.  
 
Table 6 below provides a summary of comments pertaining to safety and accessibility. 
 

Table 6. Safety and Accessibility – Comments and Responses 

Comment Study Team Response 
Emergency plans for the SSE 
and request for investigation 
into extreme weather 
adaptations due to climate 
change 

In accordance with National Fire Protection Agency 130 (NFPA) and TTC 
Standards (DM-0102-03/4.2.1), emergency egress from the tunnel shall be 
provided throughout the underground system so that the distance to an exit 
shall not be greater than 381 metres. Therefore, the maximum distance from 
emergency exit to emergency exit or emergency exit to station shall be 762 
metres. The SSE has eight proposed emergency exit buildings.   

In regards to adaptation, the EPR will include a section on adaptation for the 
surface structures (Scarborough Centre Station and Bus Terminal, Emergency 
Exit Buildings, Ventilation Shafts, and Traction Power Substations). 
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Comment Study Team Response 
Plans for the existing Brian 
Harrison Way entrance? What is 
the new closest southwesterly 
access to the station for 
residents walking?  
 
How will residents access the 
station if taking the bus from 
Ellesmere 

The Brian Harrison Way entrance is currently connected to the existing 
Scarborough Centre RT station. This connection will remain while the SSE is 
under construction. However, once the SSE is fully operational, the SRT (which 
includes the station, bus terminal, and guideway) will all be decommissioned. 
The SRT bus terminal area today is planned to be repurposed into a bus 
layover area. Therefore, the closest southwesterly entrance to the station can 
be accessed from the existing bridge that spans Triton Road and connects to 
the south entrance of the mall. This bridge will be reconstructed to include a 
vertical access from the bridge-level to the Triton-level bus platform.  

For those travelling by bus along the Ellesmere corridor, please note TTC plans 
to reroute the 93 Ellesmere East, 95 York Mills, and 295 Ellesmere Rocket (west 
and eastbound) buses into the future Scarborough Centre Station bus terminal.  

Improvement of vertical access 
in the new station for wheelchair 
and stroller users with the use of 
a single shaft elevator 

Customer access and convenience is a very important station design criteria. 
As such, the station will be designed to be compliant with the Accessibility for 
Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) and there will be elevators and 
escalators put in place to improve vertical access. 

 

3.1.7 Traffic and Transit Impacts 

Concerns regarding the impacts to traffic and transit were identified as important factors by members of the public. 
Comments received expressed concern about the increase in traffic during construction and operation of the 
Project, particularly during peak times, and the corresponding impacts on bus schedules and patrons of 
Scarborough Centre. In addition, questions were raised about transit options and changing routes due to the 
removal of the SRT and the implementation of the SSE. Finally, some questions and concerns were also raised 
regarding the purpose and function of the Traffic Impact Study (TIS).  
 
Table7 below provides a summary of comments pertaining to traffic and transit impacts. 
 

Table 7. Traffic and Transit Impacts – Comments and Responses 

Comment Study Team Response 
Purpose and details of the TIS 
 
 

The TIS is a future commitment of this Project, and a key submission 
requirement during the formal Site Plan Application review process for the 
Scarborough Centre Station.   

The TIS will evaluate temporary impacts that may occur during construction 
activities – these would include potential lane closures, bus rerouting, and 
accounting for truck trips.  

Traffic congestion in 
Scarborough Centre and bus 
scheduling during peak hours 
 

McCowan is a heavily used arterial roadway, and provides key access for 
Scarborough Centre shoppers. The Scarborough Centre Transportation Master 
Plan (SCTMP) will identify how best to address traffic congestion and what 
future street network will work best. The TMP is contemplating a number of 
road links that will be introduced in the Centre to improve connections, enhance 
active transportation, and reduce congestion. 
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Comment Study Team Response 
A key benefit of the bus terminal concept is that the majority of buses will 
continue to have access via Triton Road which is a bus-only roadway from 
McCowan to just east of Brimley. This is an advantage in that it significantly 
reduces the interaction with traffic on mall roadways.  In addition, as traffic 
congestion grows in the area in the future, TTC continually evaluates the 
schedules in relation to actual travel time and implements schedule adjustments 
and/or congestion management techniques, in their attempt to provide 
customers with the service that it advertises.  

Construction of Triton Bus 
Terminal causing RT and bus 
service delays 

There are currently 15 bus routes serving Scarborough Centre and the existing 
bus terminal (14 plus Wheel Trans). With the new Bus Terminal, the routes will 
be adjusted. As there will not be a rapid transit connection at Ellesmere, the 
buses will go to Scarborough Centre and some express services will be added. 
In total, there will be 19 bus lines serving Scarborough Centre when the new 
subway opens. 

Transit options with the 
removal of the SRT stations 
(Lawrence East, Midland and 
Ellesmere Station)  

To address the loss of stations along the SRT corridor, TTC will re-route buses 
to facilitate transfers which were previously served by RT Stations to either 
Kennedy or Scarborough Centre Stations, or the future Lawrence SmartTrack 
Station. 

The Lawrence SmartTrack Station will be constructed in the same location as 
the Lawrence RT Station once the RT is decommissioned following the opening 
of the SSE. The 54 Lawrence E bus will still serve this location and provide an 
important transfer opportunity. All other stations (i.e., Ellesmere) which currently 
have bus service will see those services rerouted to either Kennedy or the new 
Scarborough Centre Station for a transfer opportunity. 

Connecting the 190 Express to 
the Scarborough Centre 

TTC has developed a conceptual bus network to support the Scarborough 
Subway Extension. This network will be refined closer to the opening of the 
subway in 2026 and will take into consideration changes to traffic conditions 
and travel patterns. 

The 190 Scarborough Centre Rocket, would remain on Sheppard Avenue with 
access to/from Scarborough Centre Station via McCowan Road. This is 
consistent with providing a strong grid network of express services in 
Scarborough and providing a new express service east of Midland Avenue 
while strengthening both Sheppard Avenue East and McCowan Road as major 
transit corridors. The connection between Don Mills Station and Scarborough 
Centre Station will be maintained by this change. This approach is reflected in 
the TTC’s Express Bus Study, which was before the TTC Board at its meeting 
on June 15, 2017. 

The TTC will review the conceptual network in several years, prior to the 
opening of the subway, with opportunity for public feedback at that time. 
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3.1.8 Cost  

Some questions and concerns were expressed regarding the cost of the SSE – particularly with regards to stations 
– and opportunities to save costs in all aspects of the Project.  
 
Table 8 below provides a summary of comments pertaining to cost.  
 
 

Table 8. Cost – Comments and Responses 

Comment Study Team Response 
Save cost by following 
London’s Cross Rail Project 

Comment noted. 

Cost per station We do not have the details of the cost per station. Any station construction 
costs would also include tunnelling between stations. 

Cost of building a station at 
Lawrence Avenue 

The express subway cost is about $3.2 billion and the 3-stop subway would be 
about $4.6 billion. An exact cost for the station at Lawrence Avenue alone is 
unavailable; however, $1.4 billion more would be required to implement the 3-
stop subway. 

Cost of station box and rough-
in (i.e., bring in the various lines 
(Plumbing pipes, duct work, 
electrical conduit) to the space, 
but not make the final 
connections) at Lawrence 
Avenue 

There are no funding provisions for a rough-in at Lawrence Avenue. If a station 
was to be approved in the future once the line is operational, the line would 
have to be shut down for several years while it was built. The rough-in cost of a 
station is approximately 60% of the cost of building the station all at once. 

Cost estimate for Triton Bus 
Terminal  

The updated cost estimate of the Triton Bus Terminal concept will be presented 
to City Council as part of the next report submission in 2018. 

Higher cost of using a public 
private partnership (P3) 
approach to construction rather 
than TTC completing the work 

Construction work has always been done by private contractors, but the 
contracting strategy varies. In this case the intent is to combine all infrastructure 
and systems into one contract rather than split into multiple contracts like the 
Toronto York Spadina Subway Extension. This way, all control is within the 
contractor’s hands to create smoother management of construction processes 
without handover issues. 

Complete cost analysis 
comparing LRT and subway 
was never conducted 

The comparison of options referred to subway options only, which is consistent 
with the direction provided by City Council. Regarding the comparison of 
subway options, when staff reported that the express subway and Eglinton East 
LRT could be completed for approximately the same cost as the 3-stop subway, 
it was accurate. Council directed City staff to complete a business case of the 
entire Scarborough Transit network, which we anticipate completed in early 
2018. 
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3.1.9 Other Comments 

A number of comments were received regarding other aspects of the SSE as well as other transit projects. Table 9 
below provides a summary of other comments. 
 

Table 9. Other Comments – Comments and Responses 

Comment Study Team Response 
Noise and vibration impacts on 
people and animals along 
McCowan Road 

Noise and vibration levels during operations are all predicted to be below the 
thresholds for sensitive receptors such as single family dwellings. The Noise 
and Vibration reports will be posted online. Regarding tunnelling during 
construction, we have done several projects within the City without noise and 
vibration complaints; however, for the Eglinton Crosstown Project, there 
were some complaints. During the construction of the SSE Project, people 
should expect to experience some noise and vibration two weeks before and 
two weeks after the tunnel boring machine passes through the area. 

Ridership estimate The ridership estimate / station usage statistic is 7,400 riders in the peak 
direction during the peak hour in 2031. These estimates are based on a 
number of assumptions such as employment and population growth. One of 
the key objectives for building the subway extension is to encourage growth 
and development in Scarborough Centre. 

What do you do with the tunnel 
boring machine (TBM) once a 
project is completed? 

Under the procurement strategy for this Project, it is intended that the TBM 
be part of the whole contract which means the contractor will either own a 
TBM or purchase one. What the contractor chooses to do with the TBM after 
the construction of the SSE is their decision. 

Excited for Project and design Comment noted. 

Subway extension design not a 
good use of resources and 
ridership will not be high enough 

Comments noted. 

Plans for SmartTrack Station designs for SmartTrack are underway with public consultation 
planned in the coming months. As for the Lawrence SmartTrack station, we 
will ensure there is an excellent connection with bus services. The City is 
working closely with Metrolinx and has committed to covering costs of 
additional stations, which gives the City a greater role in planning the station 
design. The timelines for SmartTrack are approximately the same as the 
SSE and we could have a station by 2025. Fare integration improvement is 
an issue we are working through with Metrolinx to improve the relationship 
between TTC and GO fares. We will be reporting back to Council in the fall 
of 2017 and spring of 2018 regarding fare integration and SmartTrack station 
designs progress. 
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